











































Community Learning and Education for Disaster Mitigation :
Focused on Supplementary Textbooks for Social Studies in Kiso-Sansen Area
AIZAWA Ryotaro
Abstract : The supplementary textbooks for social studies are educational materials for community learning.
In the supplementary textbooks, we can see additional contents about local disasters. The author classifies the
contents about disaster in a community as 1）risks and 2）historical. For instance, the aftermath of the disaster
is described as a risk problem, and if the community doesn’t have further disasters then it’s described as a
historical event. Revising the supplementary textbook will influence the education for the disaster mitigation.
Municipal merger and revising curriculum guidelines have a big influence on updating the supplementary















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































調査集計（平成 21年度）」http : //www.hyogo−c.ed.jp/˜somu
−bo/bosai/H21jittaichosa1.pdf
４）村山良之「山形県の学校における防災教育の実態と
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